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1 What is overview and scrutiny?

St Albans City and District Council wants to provide the best possible services to its residents. ‘Overview and scrutiny’ is a process to check that this happens. Councillors take an overview of key activities that the council is involved in, and can decide to scrutinise particular issues – that is, examine them in depth.

Developing and reviewing policies, making suggestions for change and improvement and examining decisions made, are key aspects of overview and scrutiny. Councillors choose topics to examine which are important to the public and the district of St Albans. The function is the equivalent of parliamentary select committees for UK central government.

1.1 What powers does the scrutiny function have? How does scrutiny fit with the council’s decision making structure?

Councillors who carry out scrutiny are not part of the council’s executive (the executive refers to portfolio holders, who sit on the cabinet, who are responsible for decision making). Therefore, the executive can be questioned about its actions, and held to account, by scrutiny members. Overview and scrutiny committees can require cabinet members and council officers to appear before them to answer questions. They can also ask other people or organisations to give their views.

The diagram below shows how scrutiny is related to other aspects of the council’s decision-making structure.

The Statutory Scrutiny Guidance¹ advises that Local “Authorities should ensure a clear division of responsibilities between the scrutiny function and the audit function. While it is appropriate for scrutiny to pay due regard to the authority’s financial position, this will need to happen in the context of the formal audit role.” The terms of reference for St Albans City and District Council’s Audit Committee state that a maximum of 2 councillors can serve on both the Audit Committee, and Overview and Scrutiny Committees.

¹ Statutory Guidance on Overview and Scrutiny in Local and Combined Authorities, May 2019
1.2 How is scrutiny organised? What kinds of issues are examined?

Two scrutiny committees cover all of the council’s work:

- One, **Community, Environment and Sport Scrutiny Committee (CESSC)** looks at Parks, Waste Management, Economic Development and Leisure Services.

- The other, **Planning, Resources, Housing and Commercial Scrutiny Committee (PRHCSC)** looks at Planning, Finance, Housing, Customer Services and Performance Management.

A full list of areas covered by each committee can be found online: [http://stalbans.moderngov.co.uk/documents/s50035704/Cabinet%20Portfolios%202018-19.pdf](http://stalbans.moderngov.co.uk/documents/s50035704/Cabinet%20Portfolios%202018-19.pdf)

Overview and scrutiny can choose to examine issues which concern residents and the local area, but which may not be the direct responsibility of the local authority – for example, public transport, health services and police. In this way, the council can examine a range of issues affecting residents in the St Albans district.
Hertfordshire County Council also has the responsibility for scrutinising the services they provide directly – such as highways, education and so on – but St Albans City and District Council can get involved where there is a particular local issue to examine.

1.3 How are topics chosen?
Topics to be examined are determined by the relevant committee through their work planning process. It is good practice for each committee to hold a comprehensive planning session at its first meeting of each new municipal year, to decide its programme of work. It should also regularly review and update the work programme. The committee may find it helpful to look at a list of criteria for identifying and prioritising topics; you can find a list of suggested criteria in the ‘scrutiny tools’ section of this document.

Some scrutiny topics will concern policy development, others how well decisions have been implemented, and others still will examine things which have not worked so well. Whatever the reason for choosing a topic for scrutiny, the questions that the committee will want to ask itself when deciding what topics to cover in their work programme will include:

- Is this a strategic and significant issue?
- Will it affect one or more section(s) of the population? What are the likely benefits to the council and its customers? Is it of interest to the public, and/or in the public interest that it is examined?
- Is there a clear objective to achieve? Is there evidence to support the need for scrutiny? Is this scrutiny activity likely to achieve a desired outcome?
- What are the potential risks?
- Are there adequate resources available to do this scrutiny activity well? Is there time, and is it the best time, to do this scrutiny activity?

Although a programme of work can and should be planned, the committee will also need to balance its longer-term scrutiny activities with its shorter-notice regular business.

1.3.1 Who can suggest a topic?
Councillors (whether or not they are on scrutiny committees) and individual members of the public can suggest that an issue is scrutinised.

Councillors can refer matters to scrutiny through what is called a 'councillor call for action'. This means that a councillor can demand that the appropriate overview and scrutiny committee should examine any local matter – relating to local government or crime and community safety – that is affecting his or her electoral ward or division. The
committee is then required to discuss the matter at one of its meetings. It does not necessarily have to take any further action but, if it does decide to look at the issue, then it has the power to mount an inquiry, to ask for and get more information, and to make a report and recommendations about the matter.

The power to refer a matter to scrutiny is available only where the matter is of direct concern to the ward which the councillor represents. However, a councillor can refer a matter even if no citizen has asked him or her to do so and whether or not other councillors have given their support. In other words, any councillor can refer any relevant matter, with or without the backing of others.

The council also invites residents and other interested parties to nominate issues that they would like a scrutiny committee to examine. People can suggest an issue either via the scrutiny mailbox (scrutiny@stalbans.gov.uk) or by contacting the council’s Scrutiny Support Officer (find the address at the end of this toolkit). Suggestions must be about something that:

- affects people living within the St Albans City and District Council area;
- relates to a service, event or issue in which the council has a significant stake or over which the council has an influence;
- does not relate to an individual service complaint;
- does not relate to matters dealt with by another council committee.

Suggestions are considered when the overview and scrutiny work programme is planned.

1.4 Call-in of decisions

An overview and scrutiny committee can ‘call in’ decisions that have been made by the executive, but not yet implemented. ‘Calling in’ a decision means that councillors who are not on the executive can consider whether a particular decision is appropriate and, if they so decide, recommend that the executive reconsiders the decision.

Call-in should only be used in exceptional circumstances. These are

- where members of the appropriate overview and scrutiny committee have evidence which suggests that the executive has not taken the decision in accordance with accepted principles for decision making;

or

- if the decision made – or about to be made – is contrary to the policy framework, or contrary to, or not wholly in accordance with, the council’s budget.
Details and protocols for each of these situations can be found in the council’s constitution. The diagram below outlines the basic process for call-in of decisions.

*Full Council has no power to make decisions in respect of a Cabinet decision unless it is contrary to the Policy Framework or contrary to or not wholly consistent with the Budget Framework. Source for original diagram: LGG training materials on Overview and Scrutiny amended for SADC
1.5 Questions to Portfolio Holders

Included in all agendas for Overview and Scrutiny Committees is a standard item, “Questions to Portfolio Holders”.

This process enables Members of an Overview and Scrutiny Committee to pose a question to the relevant Portfolio Holder. Questions must be submitted to Democratic Services by 5:15pm, at least 10 working days before the meeting. Officers in Democratic Services will email Overview and Scrutiny Members to remind them of the deadline for Questions to Portfolio Holders, in advance of each Scrutiny Committee meeting.

The Portfolio Holder in question will be invited to attend the Scrutiny Committee meeting to respond to the question. If the Portfolio Holder is unable to attend the meeting, he/she will be invited to provide a written reply to be conveyed at the Overview and Scrutiny Committee meeting.
2 What are the roles of an effective scrutiny committee?

2.1 Principles for good scrutiny

The Centre for Public Scrutiny, a national body supporting scrutiny activity in public services, has developed four principles for good scrutiny, set out below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Good scrutiny:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>provides <strong>critical friend challenge</strong> to executive policy makers and decision takers;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enables the <strong>voice and concerns of the public</strong> and its communities to be heard;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>is carried out by <strong>independent minded governors</strong> who lead and own the scrutiny process;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>drives improvement</strong> in public services.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These principles have been adopted by St Albans City and District Council.

2.2 Effective scrutiny in practice

Research on effective scrutiny in English local authorities has identified the following good practice and tips for success:

- **member-led work programmes** in which councillors rather than officers decide the scrutiny agenda;
- a **planning** process or body for scrutiny activity which is separate from the main committee business. This helps to streamline the work and save committee time;
- ensuring the **scrutiny process is clear** for all involved, for example, by developing and using a good practice guide for scrutineers;
- a **comprehensive approach to topic identification**, involving a wide range of sources;

---

2 http://www.cfps.org.uk/
comprehensive community involvement, so that scrutiny provides a forum for community debate;

a wide range of techniques used to undertake scrutiny activities. These might include site visits, informal brainstorming sessions and conferences, etc, as well as the ‘usual’ committee meeting format;

evaluating and tracking outcomes of scrutiny, through the use of performance indicators and annual reporting;

conducting scrutiny reviews around themes which are relevant to communities – e.g. community safety, deprivation, public realm issues – or cross-cutting/partnership issues, rather than solely council service issues.

Support for good scrutiny using these principles is widely available, especially from the Centre for Public Scrutiny (CfPS) and other local authorities. A selection of tools from these sources and others is given in the “scrutiny tools” section of this document.

2.3 Effective Recommendations

The Scrutiny Committees will strive to ensure that the recommendations that they make have a tangible difference to the work of the authority. One way of doing this is to agree recommendations that are evidence based and SMART, i.e.

Specific;
Measurable;
Achievable;
Relevant; and
Timed.

The Statutory Scrutiny Guidance recommends that six to eight recommendations “are sufficient to enable the authority to focus its response”.

---

3 Statutory Guidance on Overview and Scrutiny in Local and Combined Authorities
3 Roles for people involved in scrutiny

3.1 Roles of members of scrutiny committees

An effective scrutiny committee member will have the following range of skills:

- knowledge of scrutiny’s role in the working of the council and formal constitutional obligations;
- the ability to question assertively and effectively whilst supporting, where appropriate, witnesses and others involved in the scrutiny process;
- supporting constructive discussion and questioning;
- the ability to work collaboratively with appropriate officers, stakeholders, members of the public;
- the ability to evaluate and analyse evidence and information and contribute to appropriate, workable recommendations;
- the ability to be responsible for the outputs and outcomes of scrutiny;
- sufficient availability, time and energy to deal with the role.

The Local Government Association⁴ say that ways in which scrutiny councillors can perform as effectively as possible might include:

- appointing scrutiny members who do not hold chair/vice chair roles to chair or lead on ‘task and finish’ sub-committee scrutiny investigations;
- developing individual or ‘paired member’ roles for scrutiny. In this way sub-specialisms or issues within the remit of a committee can be allocated to individual councillors or pairs of councillors;
- selecting topics which interest members and are important to the authority;
- ensuring members own their work programmes;
- undertaking workshop or review sessions to ensure that all members have the opportunity to discuss their views on what is working and what is not;

---

⁴ [http://www.local.gov.uk/]
encouraging party groups to develop selection criteria for scrutiny, to include commitment to scrutiny and time to give to the role.

### 3.2 Scrutiny chairs

The role of scrutiny chairs and vice chairs is:

- leading the scrutiny function within the council;
- providing leadership and direction to the committee;
- leading the effective consideration of issues under scrutiny;
- ensuring an appropriate balance between overview and scrutiny activity;
- ensuring that work programme is member-led, prioritised and co-ordinated with other council (scrutiny) work and reflects council and community concerns.

Relating to this, tasks for the chair and vice chair of committees will include:

- working with the lead officer and Democratic Services (Democratic Services Officers and Scrutiny Support Officers) to co-ordinate activities and work programme of the Scrutiny Committee;
- working with the lead officer and Scrutiny Support Officer to co-ordinate activities of scrutiny working and task and finish groups and the effectiveness of scrutiny generally;
- chairing the scrutiny committee in a timely and efficient fashion, following an agreed agenda;
- promoting discipline and high standards of behaviour in scrutiny;
- ensuring that adequate resources i.e., financial/official support, training are provided;
- taking a lead in:
  - monitoring the council’s decision making processes ensuring that such decisions are consistent with council policy
– scrutinising activities of cabinet
– inviting members of the cabinet, officers and others to attend meetings of the scrutiny committee to ask questions
– owning and presenting the reports of the scrutiny committee to the relevant bodies within the council

acting as a focus for liaison between the council and its communities and partners in relation to the scrutiny function

actively engaging councillors and communities in scrutiny activity (e.g. through effective use of communication and liaison with the press)

See https://www.local.gov.uk/sites/default/files/documents/11.61%20Chairing%20skills%20-%20a%20councillors%27%20workbook_02%20-%2027.03.pdf for more information on being an effective chair.

### 3.3 Training for councillors involved in scrutiny

Training for scrutiny chairs and members is particularly useful to investigate effective questioning, different methods of conducting scrutiny, ways in which other organisations conduct scrutiny (e.g. select committees of the Houses or Parliament) and so on. Contact the Scrutiny Support Officer for more information on training available, or the Centre for Public Scrutiny runs regular seminars and conferences -see www.cfps.org.uk. More information on effective questioning in scrutiny is given later in this document.
3.4 Officer roles

As mentioned above, good scrutiny is a developmental process to improve the delivery of council services. Therefore, officers should work with the scrutiny process in an open and constructive way. All officers have a duty to serve and give advice to the scrutiny function, in the same way as they would to decision makers and elected councillors in general. Good scrutineers should not be trying to ‘trip officers up’ but rather ask the right questions to improve service performance and, ultimately, the quality of life for local residents.

Cabinet members and officers, when asked to make a contribution to an overview and scrutiny committee, should contribute within the scope of the normal boundaries of the officer and member roles, at the direction of the chair.

3.4.1 How officers might work with scrutiny committees

Officers are likely to work with scrutiny committee members in the following ways:

- preparing information for scrutiny members for an overview and scrutiny committee report;
- attending an overview and scrutiny committee meeting to answer questions;
- being involved in a scrutiny review (an in-depth examination of an issue or policy conducted outside the main business of a committee).

Officers’ work will also be affected if the implementation of a decision made by the executive is suspended because scrutiny has called in this decision.

The following members and officers are particularly closely involved in the scrutiny process:

- scrutiny committee chairs, vice chairs and members;
- lead officers for the two overview and scrutiny committees (the Deputy Chief Executive (Commercial and Development) for the Community, Environment and Sport Scrutiny Committee and the Head of Housing for the Planning, Resources, Housing and Commercial Scrutiny Committee);
- the Scrutiny Support Officer;
- the Democratic Services Officers for the two overview and scrutiny committees.
3.4.2 The Lead Officer

The lead officer works collaboratively with the committee chair to develop agendas and work plans, and supports the chair in liaising with other officers whose input is needed.

There is a deliberate separation between the scrutiny lead officer’s role and that of the Chief Executive as lead officer for the cabinet.

3.4.3 The Scrutiny Support Officer

The Scrutiny Support Officer’s role is to provide support to the scrutiny process, especially in the following tasks:

- providing project management support on specific scrutiny reviews (including scoping the project, implementing and co-ordinating actions, ensuring deadlines are met and ensuring that the project is completed on time and within budget (where appropriate);
- developing the role of scrutiny, and providing advice to members and officers;
- providing support to witnesses;
- tracking the outcomes of scrutiny activity;
- liaising with heads of service as appropriate.

Democratic Services Officers schedule and organise main meetings of the overview and scrutiny committees, as well as any call in meetings, and clerk these. They also track meeting-to-meeting actions arising from committees and report these and the forward work programme to the council’s Chief Executive’s Board

3.4.4 Preparing information for scrutiny committees

Any information which is requested by an overview and scrutiny committee should be tailored as far as possible to that committee’s requirements. The recent review of scrutiny activity has resulted in a request for short reports (maximum 6-8 sides where possible, with minimal use of appendices), and a focus on the topic, scrutiny members’ requests and likely questions. It may be that a report can be accompanied by or replaced by an oral presentation. This is best confirmed with the lead officer, Scrutiny Support Officer or others early on (perhaps at the agenda setting briefing).

It is unlikely that an officer’s report to an overview and scrutiny committee will include recommendations, as it is for the committee to make recommendations themselves.
4 Tools for scrutiny

This chapter contains a variety of tools and templates which can support the scrutiny planning process. Both councillors and officers may find them helpful.

4.1 Identifying and prioritising topics

Most authorities have a checklist or filtering system to decide which items should go on the scrutiny work programme. Below are some initial suggestions. Please feel free to add your own.

- First, identify a 'long list' of topics at an early meeting of the municipal year. Section 1, below, contains some initial questions which should be asked of each proposed topic. Section 2 contains filtering questions which can be scored 1-5: the items with the highest tally taking precedence.

- Then, suggest that brainstorming on section 1 takes place within a full overview and scrutiny meeting and scoring/prioritising work is done outside the meeting.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section 1: General questions to be asked at the outset – brainstorming</th>
<th>Comments/rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Does this issue have an impact for one or more section(s) of the population?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is the issue strategic and significant?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is there a clear objective for scrutinising this topic?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is there evidence to support the need for scrutiny?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What do we hope to achieve?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the likely benefits to the council and its customers?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are we likely to achieve a desired outcome?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the potential risks?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are there adequate resources available to do the activity well?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is the scrutiny activity timely?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section 2: Scoring – which topics should take priority?</td>
<td>Comments/rating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A. Public/community interest</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issue identified by members through surgeries/other contact with constituents</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There is user dissatisfaction with service (e.g. complaints)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issue identified through engagement and consultation mechanisms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issue covered in local media</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information obtained from other organisations, e.g. parish, school governors, partners</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B. Internal council priority</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This is a corporate priority area for the council</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There is a high level of budgetary commitment to the service/policy area</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There has been a pattern of budgetary overspends</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This has been a poor performing service (evidence from CPA/PIs/benchmarking)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issue identified through staff consultation (surveys, officer feedback, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C. External factors</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This is a central government priority area</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This is new government guidance or legislation on this issue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The issue has been raised by CPA/external/internal audit reports</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The issue has been raised by reports or new evidence from external organisations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>D. Criteria to reject items</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The issue is being examined (or could be examined) elsewhere, e.g. by the cabinet, working group, officer group or other body</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The issue was dealt with less than two years ago</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New legislation or guidance is expected within next year</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There is no scope for scrutiny to add value or make a difference</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The objective cannot be achieved in the specified timescale</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2 Supporting data and evidence

Scrutiny works best when it considers a range of sources of evidence and involves others in its work.

A review of scrutiny in St Albans revealed that officers and members involved in scrutiny in the past did not consider that we have involved others enough in the process. The information below may help in developing this aspect of scrutiny in the District.

4.2.1 Evidence gathering – types and sources

Types of evidence gathering include:

- **background information** through desk research within and outside the council (e.g. county/national research) including service reviews, inspection reports, partnership plans, etc.;

- **research and consultation**: survey data, corporate and service-based focus groups, ad hoc feedback from public (e.g. residents associations, LSP) and other formal or informal consultations;

- **continual engagement and governance processes** e.g. business or interest forums (Chamber of Commerce, etc), residents associations, standing/advisory panels, and co-option.

All these types of evidence can be gathered from a range of sources, as relevant:

- council staff and members, including the executive;

- statutory sector partners such as the police, health, fire, other local authorities and government;

- voluntary and community organisations locally and nationally;

- residents and other members of the public – as individuals, householders, demographic groups (e.g. young/older people) residents associations, etc;

- businesses, whether individual, through the Chamber of Commerce, or geographically-based (e.g. all businesses on a particular road).
4.2.2 Evidence and engagement mapping tool

The matrix below can be useful in mapping out where you have obtained evidence after using the questions above.

- Aim for a range of types and sources of evidence or engagement. Are any areas either over-concentrated or not covered? Why?
- Consider: fitness for purpose; linking with existing mechanisms and data; new methods to publicise and invite people’s interest or attendance (e.g. co-opting resident representatives, inviting scrutiny topic suggestions from existing community groups)
- Link to the internal or external scrutiny communication strategy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sources of evidence/audiences</th>
<th>Background information</th>
<th>Primary research</th>
<th>Consultation</th>
<th>Continual engagement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internal council (members/staff)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statutory sector</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voluntary sector</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residents/public</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3 Types of Scrutiny Activity

Once a topic has been selected for examination, the Committee could use one of the following methods to scrutinise the matter:

a) As a single item on a committee agenda – this often presents a limited opportunity for effective scrutiny, but may be appropriate for some issues or where the committee wants to maintain a formal watching brief over a given issue;

b) At a single meeting – which could be a committee meeting or something less formal. This can provide an opportunity to have a single public meeting about a given subject, or to have a meeting at which evidence is taken from a number of witnesses.

c) At a task and finish review of two or three meetings – short, sharp scrutiny reviews are likely to be most effective even for complex topics. Properly focused, they ensure members can swiftly reach conclusions and make recommendations, perhaps over the course of a couple of months or less;

d) Via a longer-term task and finish review – the ‘traditional’ task and finish model – with perhaps six or seven meetings spread over a number of months – is still appropriate when scrutiny needs to dig into a complex topic in significant detail. However, the resource implications of such work, and its length, can make it unattractive for all but the most complex matters; and

e) By establishing a ‘standing panel’ – this falls short of establishing a whole new committee but may reflect a necessity to keep a watching brief over a critical local issue, especially where members feel they need to convene regularly to carry out that oversight. Again, the resource implications of this approach means that it will be rarely used. A local example of this would be the Rail Consultative Forum (PRHCSC) and the Community Safety Working Group (BCESSC)\(^5\).

4.4 Task and finish review scoping template

This template should be used in planning task and finish groups for scrutiny.

1 Purpose and Rationale

What questions the Task and Finish group is seeking to answer, what the overall aim of the exercise is; why the group has been set up, the background to the group.

2 Tasks

\(^5\) Statutory Guidance on Overview and Scrutiny in Local and Combined Authorities
What activities the group will need to carry out in order to achieve the purpose as above.

3  Composition of Group
Who the Councillor members of the group are and whether it has been decided that external (non-voting) individuals should be co-opted as members.

4  Support and resources
Which officers will be supporting the group; how much officer time is needed for the group and over what time period; any additional resources needed e.g. paying witnesses.

5  Arrangements
Any particular features of how the group will work together e.g. using speaker phone instead of meeting face to face, committing to reviewing work electronically rather than having to meet face to face, Chair to oversee production of final report; how the interests of whole district are to be represented.

6  Methodology/approach/timetable
How the work will be carried out, including whether a site visit will be necessary; what will happen when and an expected end date.

7  Potential Witnesses/experts
Identification of groups or individuals who could provide evidence to be considered by the group.

8  Sources for views of stakeholders
How residents'/business/members’ opinions will be sought.

9  Publicity requirements
Whether a press release or other is needed to publicise the work of the group.

10  Constraints/exclusions
To ensure that resources are focused in the right area, the group will agree any areas of the topic that they do not plan to look at. Any factors that might get in the way of the Group completing their work should be considered.

11  Parent scrutiny committee and Member responsible for tracking
Which committee has instigated the work and who will be responsible for tracking its progress (could be Chair of Committee or another designated Councillor)

12  Evaluation of impact and response:
How the group/Committee will know that the aims have been achieved.
4.5 Protocol for working groups and panels

Guidelines for new Overview and Scrutiny single issue Task and Finish Groups.

Appointment of members

An Overview and Scrutiny Committee may appoint a Chair and determine outline terms of reference for the Task and Finish Group. If a Chair is not appointed by an O&S Committee, the Group members will elect a Chair at their first meeting.

The Lead Officer for the Task and Finish Group will be agreed by their Head of Service.

The Scrutiny Support Officer (scrutiny@stalbans.gov.uk, 01727 819298) will advise the relevant portfolio holders of the establishment of the Group, approach Group Leaders and Group Secretaries for nominations (on a proportional basis), and consult the Lead Officer and advise all Heads of Service. Groups are encouraged to appoint members who will have the necessary availability.

In conjunction with the Scrutiny Support Officer, the Lead Officer will draft the scope of the Group, identify and contact any other officers who need to be involved and draft a timetable for the work of the Group.

First meeting

The Scrutiny Officer will strive to agree the date of the first meeting with all Group members. Should no suitable date be available with all Group members, the Scrutiny Officer will agree an appropriate date with the Chair, or opt for the most popular date.

Should no response be received from a Councillor regarding their availability within 5 working days, the Scrutiny Support Officer will continue to arrange the meeting with the responses received. If it is necessary to rearrange or add meetings then the 5 working day rule also applies.

The agenda for the first meeting should include the following:

- agreeing the draft terms of reference;
- agreeing the approach and methodology for the scrutiny review;
- agreeing a timetable, and identifying which officers should undertake different tasks.
- agree the all meeting dates of the Group

During the review

---

6 Updated following a recommendation agreed by former Scrutiny Committees Local Services and Internal Performance in March and April 2016.
The Lead Officer will draft agendas in conjunction with the Scrutiny Support Officer and agree them with the Chair; identify and supply any preparatory reading for members; and help to identify any potential witnesses.

The Scrutiny Support Officer will book rooms, refreshments and any equipment for meetings; liaise with witnesses/experts/critical friends; conduct research; design any survey to be undertaken and manage any consultation; analyse and present data to the Group; monitor progress against the original project plan and manage the scrutiny process on behalf of officers.

The Chair should manage the scrutiny process overall; control agenda setting; follow normal rules for chairing meetings; and oversee the drafting of a final report of the Group.

Task and Finish Groups are strongly encouraged to co-opt and to engage with external, independent witnesses.

The Scrutiny Support Officer will record notes of each of the meetings. These notes will record the matters discussed, actions agreed and any recommendations. Notes of Task and Finish Group meetings may not be as detailed as Committee Minutes.

On 12 September 2012 Full Council decided to make all Council meetings, including working groups open to the public. Therefore all Task and Finish Group meetings will be open to the public, meeting dates and agendas will be published in advance by the Scrutiny Support Officer. Meeting notes will be circulated to officers and Group Members for comment before being published online.

**Final report**

Members of the Group should outline the framework of the report; drafting should be undertaken by the Lead Officer and/or Scrutiny Support Officer; while editing and final approval should be the responsibility of the whole Group.

The report should include reference as to how the recommendations within it might be monitored.

The finalised report and recommendations to the parent committee should then be approved by the Group. The final report should be presented to the parent committee by the Chairman of the Working Group; the portfolio holder should be invited to attend that meeting.

If appropriate, recommendations as agreed by the Overview and Scrutiny Committee should be presented to the portfolio holder, Cabinet and/or Council by the Chairman of that Committee, supported by the Chairman of the Working Group and lead officer. This is not for the Portfolio Holder to make changes, but for any errors to be identified at this stage before the main Scrutiny Committee sees the report.
4.6 Communicating scrutiny

Communicating the activities of overview and scrutiny should be a part of the Council’s overall public relations strategy. It helps raise awareness of local government generally, and the profile of overview and scrutiny in particular, which can have the following benefits:

- **raise public confidence in local government** by showing the public that decision- and policy-making are open to examination;
- **encourage external involvement** in task and finish groups from members of the public, external groups, business and other organisations.

External press coverage of Overview and Scrutiny activities is discussed on a meeting-by-meeting basis, between the chair/vice chair, lead officer, Scrutiny Support Officer and the council’s Communications team. What might be covered by an SADC press release is agreed at each pre-meeting briefing, and the press are invited to meetings as necessary.

The council’s partners are informed about scrutiny as necessary through contact from the relevant committee’s lead officer (e.g. if a partner organisation is involved in a specific review) or more generally through St Albans’ Local Strategic Partnership newsletter.

Press coverage of focused task and finish reviews is agreed on the basis of each individual review.
4.7 Effective questioning

There is an excellent, free, publication from the Centre for Public Scrutiny on questioning techniques for scrutiny members. This can be found at the following web address https://www.cfps.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/Questioning-Skills.pdf or from the Scrutiny Support Officer. Some key points it raises are:

- scrutiny needs to remain calm, measured and balanced while demonstrating strong, objective and successful challenge;
- use specific question techniques such as
  - open questions allowing free narrative from person being questioned (e.g. tell me about …., what is your view on…?)
  - open probing (‘any other’ vs. ‘what other’ because the former prompts a yes response, the latter a no)
  - a mix of probing styles including challenging, encouraging, acknowledging, gaining more detail, ‘faking’ puzzlement, etc. (see document for more details);
- positive reinforcement will encourage further responses
- avoid biased questions, leading questions and absolute questions which beg a one word response.

Specific types of question relating to the above points might include:

- What else can you tell us about…
- That was an interesting response from Ms X, Mr Y can you tell us a little more?
- You mentioned X – what about Y and Z?
- I wonder whether you have considered X action…
- Mmm…tell me more about that
- I see…
4.8 Measuring success - performance indicators

It is sometimes difficult to know that the overview and scrutiny function is having an effect if activity is examined on a meeting-by-meeting basis rather than over a period of time. The Centre for Public Scrutiny has suggested that "performance indicators" for scrutiny could be formulated under the four scrutiny principles as below:

Critical friend challenge

- percentage of items on work programmes taken from the forward plan;
- percentage of items on the cabinet agenda amended through scrutiny intervention.

Reflecting the voice and concerns of the public and its communities

- percentage of items on the work programme suggested by the public, in response to issues raised through surveys, comments or complaints or linking to the Council’s corporate priorities;
- number of visits to the authority’s scrutiny web pages;
- number of external people involved in the scrutiny process.

Taking the lead and owning the scrutiny process

- percentage of meetings attended by members at which they were required;
- percentage of members involved in training on scrutiny;
- percentage of members that have a good awareness of the role of scrutiny and of their role as a scrutiny member.

Making an impact on service delivery

- percentage of scrutiny recommendations implemented by the executive;
- percentage of stakeholders who feel that scrutiny has an impact on services
- improvements identified by stakeholders as a result of scrutiny.

---

Some of these indicators were suggested as part of a CIPS working group – more details can be found at the CIPS website [http://www.cfps.org.uk/](http://www.cfps.org.uk/). Others have been developed following discussions with scrutiny members within SADC.
4.9 Information for participants in the scrutiny process

The following information should be sent to participants in the scrutiny process, for example representatives from external organisations and/or members of the public.

Thank you for agreeing to attend the Council’s scrutiny meeting. Councillors have asked you to be involved because of the knowledge you bring. We appreciate the time you have given up and the fact you have chosen to be involved.

We will:

- make you feel welcome and explain the process you are to be involved in, including how the meeting itself is to operate
- tell you the background to the review and key issues you need to know about
- provide you with documents such as scrutiny reports, terms of reference
- ensure you are introduced to the Chair of the meeting prior to the start
- ensure you are treated with courtesy and respect
- ensure you feel comfortable and supported while being involved in the review
- try to help you as far as possible – the Council’s Scrutiny Support Officer will be happy to help you.

You can:

- be frank and open in your discussions
- expect to be treated with courtesy and to be listened to
- ask questions of council officers and councillors
- receive additional information you need, and that is available, to be involved
- expect to receive notification of reports and recommendations of a scrutiny review
- attend the whole scrutiny meeting, or just the part which is relevant to you, whichever suits you best
- expect to be reimbursed for any out-of-pocket expenses you incur while being involved in scrutiny.

You should be aware that most discussions in overview and scrutiny committees are in public, with potential press involvement, and therefore they are publicly recorded. Task and finish/scrutiny review group discussions may not be, although the result of their deliberations will be published.

The Council’s protocol on member/officer relations will apply to all internal witnesses.
5 More information

5.1 Contacts

Please contact the Scrutiny Support Officer if you have any questions or need further information.

✉ scrutiny@stalbans.gov.uk
📞 01727 819298
🌐 www.stalbans.gov.uk

5.2 Web links

Find out more about the overview and scrutiny function by following these links.


🔍 Information on the scrutiny function of national government – select committees. https://www.parliament.uk/about/how/committees/select/

🔍 The Centre for Public Scrutiny – a national body which supports the work of scrutiny functions in government and public services. Information on scrutiny generally and for national government, health, crime and policing and so on. http://www.cfps.org.uk/

🔍 Department for Communities and Local Government – the Government department with responsibility for local authorities. http://www.communities.gov.uk/
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